
You can view your nodes*

*And you can view your friends,
but you can’t view your friend’s nodes.**

** Well, yeah, you can, but you need more modules.



Important note! This is a 
beginner’s intro
to building Views.

If you are already 
pretty familiar with making 
pretty Views, you are 
pretty likely to find this 
pretty basic. 

I won’t cry if you quick sneak out the back.
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● One man band at Duckpond Photography 
& Design: theduckpond.com
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● Web developer at Princeton University: 
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& Design: theduckpond.com

● Not the defender of Ireland, astronaut or 
sometime foe of Spiderman.

John Jameson



The Plan

1. Views are Super Awesome

2. Tour of the Views Interface

a. Sidebar: Garbage in, Garbage out

3. Let’s Build Some Views!

4. Grab Bag: “Advanced” Column
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Yay Drupal

● Content types! Taxonomies! Blocks! 
● And to change how they look, just write 

some PHP!



Views are Super Awesome

● The Views module codes so you don’t have to.



Views are Super Awesome: News Feeds



Views are Super Awesome: Staff Bios



Views are Super Awesome: Calendars



Views are Super Awesome: Podcasts



Views are Super Awesome

● Which is all to say: if the data is in the database, 
a site builder can use Views as a quick and dirty 
GUI for writing MySQL queries...



Views are Super Awesome

● ...because Drupal does not have a 
“pages.” It has a database. Of data.



Meet The Views Interface

To write a View, we’ll need to pick:

1. FILTERS: ‘News’ content type
2. FORMAT: List
3. SORT order: Newest to oldest
4. FIELDS: Title
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Meet the Views Interface: List Format

● “HTML lists”
● have 
● <ul><li>

“Unformatted lists”
have 
<div><span>



Meet the Views Interface: Table Format

“Table” gives you 
an HTML table -- 
optionally with 
fields as sortable 
columns.



Meet the Views Interface: Grid Format

“Grid” gives you 
divs with breaks 
after set numbers 
of cells.

For responsive 
designs, consider 
styling a list 
instead...



Meet the Views Interface: Jump Menu

Jump Menu gives you a drop-down list.
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Meet the Views Interface: Format
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Meet the Views Interface: Add Field



Garbage in, Garbage Out

Title: John Smith
Body: Director of Smithing

555-1234 • jsmith@fakemail.com

John Smith is the lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 
dolore magna aliqua. 



Garbage in, Garbage Out

Now what do after you have a zillion pages, when 
the designer asks you to put the contact 
information AFTER the body paragraph?



Garbage in, Garbage Out

Now what do after you have a zillion pages, when 
the designer asks you to put the contact 
information AFTER the body paragraph?



Garbage in, Garbage Out

Name: John Smith
Position: Director of Smithing
Phone: (555) 555-1234
Email: jsmith@fakemail.com
Body: John Smith is the lorem ipsum dolor 

sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, 
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 
labore et dolore magna aliqua. 



Garbage in, Garbage Out

Name
Position
Phone • Email
Body



Garbage in, Garbage Out #2

Title: John Smith
Team: Smithing

Title: Jane Doe
Team: Smelting

Title: John Doe
Team: Smithies and Smelting



Garbage in, Garbage Out #2

“Hey Web Developer, can I have a page that only 
shows people on my team? Sorry about all the 
typos in the database, by the way”



Garbage in, Garbage Out #2

“Hey Web Developer, can I have a page that only 
shows people on my team? Sorry about all the 
typos in the database, by the way”

Text field =  BAD
Taxonomy field (or Entity Reference) = Good



Garbage in, Garbage Out: Some Questions

● Should this be content or a user?

● Would a more precise field type help me?
○ Numeric?
○ Link?
○ Taxonomy term?
○ Email? (Module)
○ Date? (Module)

● Should this data even be in this node?
○ Entity reference module to associate nodes 



Meet the Views Interface: Add Field
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Meet the Views Interface: Edit Field



Meet the Views Interface: Column 2



Stretch!



Vote!

What do we want to see?

1. News list
2. Staff directory
3. Replace a node’s content with a view of itself
4. Calendar 
5. Podcast



Live Unscripted Demo Time



Advanced Stuff: Contextual Filters

Contextual filters let
you tweak your filters
based on context…

Commonly used to 
customize how a node
displays its fields (e.g.,
use a view AS part of the 
node’s content display)
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Advanced Stuff: Relationships

Relationships let you 
dive through a sibling...

So if you have a
contextual filter to the 
current node, you could
display titles of all nodes
with the same keywords
as the that node. Magic!



Advanced Stuff: No Results

“No Results Behavior” 
tells Drupal what to do
with an empty view.



Advanced Stuff: Exposed Form

Lets you change the text
of the submit button 
and expose things like
sort order...



Advanced Stuff: Use AJAX

AJAX with Views is…
complicated. 

Test it. You lose the ability
to bookmark the query,
and it can make exposed
forms act unpredictably.



Advanced Stuff: Use Aggregation

Aggregation lets you add
up fields. So you could 
show the SUM of all the
rows in the result instead
of the individual value.



Advanced Stuff: Caching

Views comes with a basic
time-based cache (hours).

Many helper modules offer 
other options, but small 
sites can ignore this...

“Views Content Cache” is
my favorite...



Advanced Stuff: CSS Class

Give your view a custom 
class. 



Advanced Stuff: Theme Information

This gives you PHP to
copy and tweak in a TPL
file to theme your view.

THAT IS ANOTHER TALK.



Viewing Your Friend’s Nodes

A final note: the Feeds module lets you ingest an 
RSS feed and populate a content type with its 
contents.

Once you do that, you can write views against 
and view your friend’s Nodes. Google “Drupal 
Feeds Module” to read all about it.



More to Explore

8,000+ D7 modules mention views. Some top ones are at:
      drupal.org/documentation/modules/views/add-ons

Some that saved my bacon on my last few projects:
● Better Exposed Filters: expose checkboxes for multiselect
● Draggable Views: drag rows to rearrange
● Full Calendar: pretty calendars with draggable events
● Views Bulk Operations: batch edit content
● Views Field View: embed a view in another view
● File Field Podcaster: create feeds iTunes can parse

I’m at jjameson@princeton.edu. Ping me.


